Chief Inspector of Borders and Immigration review of Home Office fees
Evidence from Coram Children’s Legal Centre and Let Us Learn, July 2018
Let Us Learn is a youth-led campaign group made up of 900 migrants aged 16-24, supported by the
award-winning charity Just for Kids Law.1 Let Us Learn launched in 2014 in response to a policy
change which meant that many of us with insecure immigration status were ineligible to apply for
student loans and could not continue our education. Since then, we have continued to campaign on
access to student loans but have also focused on the high cost of leave to remain and citizenship
applications. Let Us Learn’s campaigns are planned and delivered by young people with lived
experience of the UK immigration system. We are devoted to empowering others in similar
situations to lead while campaigning to remove the systemic barriers that make it difficult for them
to thrive in the country they call home.
Coram Children’s Legal Centre (CCLC),2 part of the Coram group of charities, is an independent
charity working in the UK and around the world to protect and promote the rights of children,
through the provision of direct legal services; the publication of free legal information online and in
guides; research and policy work; law reform; training; and international consultancy on child rights.
The Migrant Children’s Project at CCLC provides specialist advice and legal representation to migrant
and refugee children and young people on issues such as access to support and services. CCLC has
undertaken amicus curiae interventions in a number of significant cases, including in the European
Court of Human Rights, the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeal, providing assistance to the
court on matters of children’s rights and best interests.
1. Introduction
Coverage of the ‘Windrush’ cases has shone a light on the barriers facing individuals who came to
this country as children and are entitled to remain in the UK but struggle to regularise their status.
This problem extends to other generations, including the undocumented children and young people
living without status in the UK today. The Home Office does not have statistics on those living in the
UK without leave to remain and the best estimate we have at present is the University of Oxford’s
figure from 2012 that there were 120,000 undocumented children in the UK, 65,000 of whom were
born here. 3 Home Office data is extremely limited but research by Coram Children’s Legal Centre
(CCLC) last year estimated that only 15% of the estimated number of undocumented children had
been able to regularise their status or had left the UK.4 These young people have spent the entirety
(or almost the entirety) of their lives integrating into British society but cannot afford the process to
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settlement and citizenship. High application fees have been identified by charities and youth groups
as one of the main barriers to regularisation.5
CCLC and Let Us Learn’s evidence for this submission will focus on fees charged in the following
applications, most commonly used by children who have grown up in the UK but have uncertain
immigration status:
1. Immigration applications based on length of residence and private and/or family life:
Under the current Immigration Rules an individual can apply for leave to remain on the grounds of
long residence and private and/or family life. An application fee and yearly immigration health
surcharge must be paid unless the applicant or dependent is either eligible for a fee waiver (for
example because the applicant can demonstrate they are destitute) or exempt (for example a child
in care). One of the requirements for leave to remain is a condition of residence for a set period,
dependent upon the age of the applicant:
 An adult applicant must have lived in the UK for at least 20 years or face very significant
obstacles to return to their country of origin;
 If under the age of 18 years, the requirement is residence of at least seven years and it must
not be reasonable to expect them to leave the UK;
 If over 18 but under 25 years, the individual must have lived in the UK for at least half of
their life.
Where an applicant does not meet the thresholds set out in the Immigration Rules, they can still
apply because Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights – the right to respect for
private and family life – may require a grant of leave.6 These are also paid applications unless leave is
granted as a result of an asylum application.
2. Citizenship applications:
A child or young person may apply for citizenship a year after having been granted Indefinite Leave
to Remain. In addition, there are several provisions of the British Nationality Act 1981 under which a
child is entitled to be registered as British, chief among which are:



Section 1(3): applies to children born in the UK, who are entitled to be registered as British if
during their childhood either parent becomes a British citizen or settled
Section 1(4): applies to children born in the UK, who are entitled to be registered as British if
they have spent the first ten years of their lives in the UK7 (with absences of no greater than
90 days in any of those years unless there are special circumstances).
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Section 3(1): includes provision whereby children not born in the UK may apply to be
registered as British at the discretion of the Secretary of State.

2. Amount of fee charged
A one off application for limited leave to remain (not for study or work) is £1,033 and will normally
result in 2 ½ years’ leave. On top of this, there is an immigration health surcharge of £200 per year,
which is set to double.8 This means that by the end of 2018, 30 months of leave to remain will cost
£2,033 up front.9 An application for settlement – indefinite leave to remain (ILR) – is even more
expensive. It costs £2,389 to become settled in the UK.
Many children and young people will need to have had limited leave for ten years before they can
apply for settlement, so the total cost over the ten years would be £8,521 at today’s rates (£10,521
when the health surcharge is doubled). The cost for a family of four to acquire settled status would
be equivalent to a deposit on a detached house.10
An adult who is on the ten year route to settlement must apply for ILR before they can apply for
citizenship. There is no fee waiver for the ILR fee: if someone cannot afford it then they will need to
apply for a further period of limited leave to remain.
Appendices I and II contain a series of case studies of young people involved with Let Us Learn who
have struggled to afford to pay the fee for their application, and evidence from CCLC’s casework
regarding vulnerable families unable to afford the fees needed to secure their children’s futures.
3. Rationale and authority for particular fees
The Department currently sets fees for visa, immigration and nationality services under the
provisions in the 2014 Immigration Act. The Act, which consolidated and built on similar powers
provided under previous primary legislation, enables the Home Office to set fees taking account of
the following factors (among others):




the costs of exercising the function;
benefits that the Secretary of State assesses are likely to accrue to any person in connection
with the exercise of the function; and
the costs of exercising any other function in connection with immigration or nationality.

a. The costs of exercising the function
Immigration and nationality fee levels far outstrip the unit cost to the Home Office of processing
applications.11 Most of these fees rise year-on-year, so it might be expected that the cost to the
Home Office of exercising its functions is also rising. However, for the years for which the Home
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Office has published data (2016 to present) transparency data shows the unit cost for several kinds
of application falling. In the case of limited leave to remain, the cost to the Home Office of
processing applications has more than halved, where the fees have risen by more than 25% over the
same period.12
Table 1: Limited leave to remain (other standard)
Year
2018-19
2017-18
2016-17

Fee
£1,033
£993
£811

Unit cost
£142
£147
£343

% profit
86%
85%
58%

Table 2: Indefinite leave to remain (in country)
Year
2018-19
2017-18
2016-17

Fee
£2,389
£2,297
£1,875

Unit cost
£243
£252
£434

% profit
90%
89%
77%

In the case of other applications where the unit cost has fallen in the past year, those savings were
passed on to the applicants.13
b. Benefits that the Secretary of State assesses are likely to accrue to any person in
connection with the exercise of the function
The Home Office has justified high fees on the grounds that being granted permission to stay in this
country brings considerable benefits. For examples, government spokesperson in the Lords Baroness
Manzoor stated recently that a grant of immigration status ‘gives the person concerned the right to
live, study and work in the UK and the right, in appropriate circumstances, to receive benefits from
public funds’.14 However, since that argument was first used, it is important to note the significant
changes made to the immigration system.15 Prior to the Immigration Rules changes in 2012, families
with human rights cases were rarely barred from accessing public funds. Since 2012, ‘No Recourse to
Public Funds (‘NRPF’) conditions have routinely been applied to migrants as a condition of their leave
to remain in the UK – even if they have previously persuaded the Home Office that they require
recourse to public funds to avoid destitution.16 Before 2012, most people were expected to acquire
indefinite leave to remain in six years after two applications, or in some cases after two years and
one application. At that time an application for limited leave for a dependent child on human rights
12
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grounds cost £261, and the cost of a settlement application for a child was £496. Limited leave to
remain is now granted for only a short period, with a much longer route to settlement, as described
above. The benefits of having leave have been significantly reduced since the fee increases were first
proposed, while the costs have snowballed.17
c. The costs of exercising any other function in connection with immigration or nationality
A further rationale for high fees is the Government’s aim ‘to reduce taxpayer contributions towards
the border, immigration and citizenship system and ensure that by 2019–2020 the system is selffunded by those who use it.’18 The Autumn 2015 Spending Review stated that:
‘Around £600 million of overall border, immigration and citizenship system costs are currently funded
by the Exchequer (in addition to customs and asylum support costs). By investing in streamlined and
automated processes, saving time for immigration officials and border officers, this funding
requirement will be more than halved. For example, the government will invest over £250 million to
enable passports and visas to be processed online. The remainder will be funded through targeted
visa fee increases, which will remove the burden on the UK taxpayer while ensuring the UK remains a
competitive place for work, travel and study internationally.’19
This implies that the benefits of regularisation are only felt by the individuals making applications,
and so the responsibility for funding it should fall to them. It ignores the benefits to society brought
by migration20 and that we all benefit from an efficient and well administered borders and
immigration system. Further, the impact of fee increase has not been distributed fairly – the
increases have been greatest for those whose applications are based on their length of stay. In 2016,
fees for settlement, residence and nationality applications rose by 25% whereas fees for study, work
or visits rose by only 2%.21
As highlighted by Lord Scriven in a recent House of Lords debate focusing on fees in children’s
citizenship applications ‘if we take a look at the accounts for last year, we see that the Home Office
underspent by £60 million’,22 raising questions as to the justification of the current high levels of
fees. When pressed by the Home Affairs Select Committee, the Home Secretary conceded that the
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Home Office needs to get the ‘right balance’ between funding its work and what he described as ‘a
huge amount of money to ask children to pay’.23
4. Impact on human rights
In its messaging on fees, at no point has the government addressed the significant impact it has on
individuals trying to make applications based on their human rights, or on children specifically. The
government has repeatedly stated its commitment to ‘giving due consideration to the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) when developing new policy and legislation’
and ensuring that government policies – ‘whether they hold direct or indirect consequences–
consider children’.24 Yet the Impact Assessment for Immigration and Nationality (Fees) Regulations
2018 makes no reference to the children and their rights.25 If an immigration application is so
prohibitively expensive that it exists in theory only, it is not fulfilling its statutory purpose. It is CCLC
and Let Us Learn’s view that these fees are set at an unnecessarily high level, infringing human
rights.
5. Looked after children, and families supported by the local authority
Looked after children are fee exempt for applications for limited leave to remain or ILR.26 This
prevents an unnecessary cost shift-from local to central government. In the 2018 fees regulation,
this included children looked after under section 22 of the Children Act 1989, and its equivalents in
the devolved nations. Until 2016, the fee exemption was extended to all children being provided
‘with assistance’ by the local authority. This included families supported under section 17 Children
Act 1989 on the basis that the children of the family were ‘in need’. In practice, section 17 is a safety
net for children who would otherwise be absolutely destitute, and who do not have recourse to
public funds. As noted above, families granted leave to remain on the ten year route are, as a matter
of Home Office policy, barred from accessing public funds. The removal of this fee exemption means
that destitute families who are living off subsistence payments are still required to find the
immigration fee. No justification for this change was provided in the explanatory memorandum that
accompanied the 2016 fee regulation.
6. Affordability
Children, young people and families living in the UK without status are prohibited from working,
which invariably makes saving for fees for first applications a challenge. However, even where
individuals have the right to work and are, for example, making a repeat application for leave to
remain in the UK it can be impossible to save the fees. Leave to remain is only granted for relatively
short periods of time: two and a half years is the standard grant period, which is a short period of
time in which to find £1,000 - £2,000. A family of four would need to save over £8,000 every two and
23
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a half years. This does not include any legal fees to help complete the application. Shelter estimates
that 4 in 10 adults in the UK do not have enough savings to meet one month’s rent,27 yet the fee that
a young person needs to find far exceeds the average monthly rent. Each year, families are expected
to pay more in immigration fees than the average UK household would pay for food.28 Between 2012
and 2017, the application fee for a dependent child’s indefinite leave to remain application
increased by 363%, while the average weekly wage rose by only 9%. Over the same period, the
application fee for citizenship for a child increased by 77%.29
Saving is made even more difficult by the unpredictability of annual increases. In one case seen by
CCLC, a single mother had saved enough to apply for indefinite leave to remain for her and her child,
but just before she was able to submit the application, the fees increased with only two days’
notice.30 This left her £844 short of the total to make the application with only seven days to go until
her leave expired.
7. The fee waiver ‘safety net’
The government has argued that setting fees at above cost ‘also enables the Home Office to exempt
some people from having to pay a fee, for example where they are in an identified protected, or
vulnerable group. It also enables the Department to waive fees in certain individual circumstances,
for example where people are destitute and need to access their Human Rights, for example their
right to a family life’.31 However, the Home Office grants very few fee waiver requests. At the 2016
estimate (the earliest publically available) of the unit cost of processing applications (£343), the fee
waiver system only cost the Home Office £61,740, plus the cost of processing the waiver. In 2016,
3,655 fee waiver applications were made by children under 18, of which only 255 (7%) were granted.
505 applications were made by young people aged 18-24, only 40 (8%) of which were granted. 32
These numbers are strikingly low, and call into question the idea that fees are rising to cover the cost
of an expensive safety net for destitute migrants.
Part of the reason for the low success rate of fee waiver applications is because the eligibility
threshold is very high.33 An applicant must demonstrate that they are either currently destitute, or
would be rendered destitute by paying the fee. If in the latter category, they must also show that
they cannot borrow the money from friends and family, would be unable to ‘save the required
amount within a reasonable period’34 without compromising their ability to meet their essential
27
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living needs, and that there is no basis for concluding their circumstances would change within a
reasonable period (and it would be reasonable in all the circumstances to expect the applicant to
delay their application for this length of time). A family being in receipt of support under section 17
of the Children Act 1989 – in itself a test for destitution – is insufficient evidence of destitution to
support waiving fees.35 The onus is on the applicant to demonstrate that they qualify for a fee waiver
and they must provide evidence of their income, their accommodation, the type and adequacy of
this, spending on things like food, utility bills, all of which should be supported by independent
evidence, such as their pay slips, bank statements, tenancy agreement, utility bills. In all cases
evidence must be up-to-date and the Home Office guidance makes clear that ‘documents dating
back more than a couple of months…should be given little weight’. There is no partial fee waiver
available.
Low rates of success could also be attributed to ineligibility on the part of the applicants. However,
CCLC advice and casework suggests that for many providing the evidence necessary to show that
they are eligible and a lack of clarity within the fee waiver policy are significant problems. Many
clients simply do not have the capacity to collate the required evidence, evaluate their finances and
articulate that they cannot pay the fee. The burden of documentary evidence for this kind of
application is so high that CCLC is of the view that a solicitor is required to make a successful
application. However, because there has been no legal aid for immigration cases since 2013, it can
be assumed that destitute families who would be eligible for a fee waiver are also not able to afford
to pay for legal representation.
In recent years, local authorities have reported several problems with fee waivers being refused
when a person's only income is social services' support, or without the Home Office making further
checks with the local authority. Rejected fee waivers have resulted in extending the time that a
person is dependent on social services’ support due to the resulting delay in getting their application
for leave to remain accepted and an associated cost-shift from central to local government.36
a. Impact of a fee waiver refusal
Someone who cannot afford the fee, but is not granted the fee waiver, is given 10 days to pay the
fee if their fee waiver application is refused. If they are unable to do so, their application will be
considered invalid and they will lose their immigration status. This means that they cannot work, so
will have less chance of being able to pay the fee. It also means that any time they have spent in the
UK is not counted towards the ten years’ continuous leave they need before they can apply for
settlement, effectively sending them back to square one.
In some cases, families are only able to afford for some members to apply for leave to remain. This
means that they are forced to choose who is the highest priority, leaving other children without
status. People who are struggling might borrow money from loan sharks, at very high interest rates,
then they are trapped trying to save for the future as well as paying off the debt from the past.
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b. Lack of fee-waiver for citizenship applications
Fee waivers are only available for applications for limited leave to remain. There is no fee waiver for
settlement (ILR) or citizenship. There is a fee exemption for children in care to apply for settlement,
but not for citizenship.
CCLC runs a pro bono project helping families to make children’s citizenship applications and has
made 66 applications to date. In the majority of the children CCLC has registered, where the child is
not in care, the families have all been on a very low income and struggled to raise the very high and
ever-increasing application fee. The submission of many of the applications is delayed for over a year
whilst the entire fee is raised. There is an ongoing concern that many more families of
undocumented children will be deterred from seeking legal advice to help with these registration
applications knowing that the application fee is out of their reach.
For children in care, it is a cost-shift to use the limited local authority resource to pay a Home Office
application fee to register a child as a British citizen. However, without the local authority paying the
fee no citizenship application can be made, as there is no fee exemption for citizenship cases. The
present cost-shift means that local authorities are de-incentivised to apply for citizenship for
children in their care. This is problematic because citizenship can be available to children in care
where other immigration routes are closed to them. The stakes in such cases are very high, and bad
practice is well-documented: in 2016 Local Government Ombudsman case found that one London
Council failed to act appropriately and in a timely manner to help a former relevant child regularise
her immigration status after she became looked after, and was made to pay out £5,000 in
damages.37
On 13 July 2018 the Ministry of Justice announced that legal aid would be provided for the legal
cases of migrant children in care – a move towards regularising all children in care which is both
urgent and welcome. It should be recognised that it will be in the best interests of some children in
care to make applications for citizenship – either by eligibility or by discretion – and that it is
therefore in the best interests of these children for the Home Office’s fee waiver to extend to
citizenship applications for looked after children.
The government has stated that ‘becoming a citizen is not necessary to enable individuals to live,
study and work in the UK, and to be eligible for benefit of services appropriate to being a child or a
young adult. The decision to become a citizen is a personal choice, and it is right that those who
make that decision should pay a fee.’38 This not only incentivises applying for short, unstable periods
of leave over establishing a firm and permanent connection to the UK, but cuts off citizenship from
those children who may well be entitled to it but are unable to afford it – leaving them instead
forced to pursue a ten year route to settlement later down the line during which time they could
find themselves undocumented once more.
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8. Efficient and effective service delivery
The Independent Chief Inspector is rightly looking at ‘whether the Home Office is providing the
services in question efficiently and effectively, including meeting agreed service levels where these
exist, and at the means of redress where individuals are dissatisfied with the service they have
received’.
Home Office Service Standards currently state that applications to remain on a temporary basis
should be decided within 8 weeks, while applications for indefinite leave to remain should be
decided within 6 months.39 In CCLC and Let Us Learn’s experience, these targets are rarely met and it
is not uncommon for a young person to wait a year or more for a decision on their application,
during which time all their documents are with the Home Office. Within the Let Us Learn core group
of members who have made applications to renew their leave to remain, 1 person waited six months
for a decision, six young people waited ten months and five waited for over a year.
With citizenship applications under section 1(4) of the British Nationality Act, if an application is
refused an applicant must pay if they want the decision to be reviewed. This fee is currently £372
and is not reimbursed if the review finds that the application should have been successful.
Furthermore, when a review is requested it can take an extremely long time for a decision to be
made – in one CCLC case, a review application was submitted in May 2017 and decision not may
until the end of March 2018. They till refused the application and CCLC issued a pre action protocol
letter, after which the Home Office granted citizenship.
In the case of fee waivers, even though Home Office caseworkers must make reasonable efforts to
decide such applications promptly, no service standards apply to the assessment of whether the
applicant qualifies for a fee waiver. It is only where the applicant qualifies for a fee waiver and their
application is passed to a case-work team for substantive consideration that normal service
standards will apply to the consideration of the application. In practice therefore, a fee waiver
application can take up to five months to be considered. The consideration of the substantive
application itself can then take six months or more to be considered.
9. Recommendations






The government should undertake a child rights impact assessment of the impact of fees on
children and families subject to immigration control before making any changes to fees and
related policy.40
Remove profit making on children’s applications. The need for a child to have immigration
status and certainty should not be jeopardised by the Home Office profit-making. It cannot be in
the child’s best interest to pay more than their application costs to process, and profit-making
should be removed on these applications.
Amend and extend the fee waiver system so that ability to pay is assessed on means rather
than the extremely high destitution threshold. Fee waivers should be means tested on a sliding
scale, similar to legal aid. This would ensure those reapplying who are receiving benefits or in
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low-paid employment are able to renew their leave. Pushing low-paid individuals and families
out of lawful status is in no one’s interest.
Fee waivers should be available for citizenship and indefinite leave to remain applications.
Leaving someone who cannot afford the high fees to continually apply for limited leave past the
ten year period serves no purpose in terms of immigration control. It punishes those who are
too poor to buy their way to stability and prevents young people from making decisions about
their future.
Introduce certainty around fee increases: increases, if justifiable, should match inflation and
other government increases. This provides certainty in terms of how far increases will rise year
on year, and allows individuals the opportunity to save for the next increase. The current system
to increase fees is arbitrary, and fees are set at a level too high for most people to afford. Fees
should not go up every year without a business case for doing so.
Families in receipt of local authority support should automatically be exempt from paying fees
where they provide a copy of the support given to them, or where it can be easily ascertained
by the Home Office. This minimises the work required by preventing the duplication of
assessments.
An exemption to citizenship fees for looked after children should be introduced. In some cases,
looked after children will qualify for citizenship but not ILR. High fees can deter applications, and
represent a cost shift onto local government as local authorities will have to pay for them.
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Appendix I – Let Us Learn case studies
Name: Cynthia
Age: 22
Country of Origin: Nigeria
Length of time in the UK: 13 years
I am currently a first-year university student because I was fortunate enough to receive an Article 26
scholarship in 2017. Without this scholarship, I would not have been able to attend university as I do
not qualify for student finance. Despite living in the UK since I was 9 years old and feeling British in
every way, I am constantly reminded that the government does not believe I belong here. Not being
able to continue my studies because I was entitled to student finance after leaving college affected
my mental health and I quickly fell into depression. Thankfully, Kent University gave me a scholarship
that covers my tuition fees but unfortunately doesn’t cover my accommodation which is £6,500 a
year. During my first year at university, I haven’t been able to focus as I should have done because I
am constantly worrying about paying for my university accommodation and my upcoming
immigration renewal. If the government increase the NHS surcharge by the end of the year as
promised, my total fees will be £2,033. If I am being entirely honest, I’m not sure how I’m going to
get the total sum. Being out of status is, however, not something I can afford otherwise I would be
subjected to the hostile environment and could potentially be removed from the UK to a place I no
longer know. Unfortunately, I haven’t been given the same opportunities as most of my university
peers as I am in constant state of worry regarding money. This has taken a heavy toll on me and I will
battle for the next 8 years to raise the money needed to become settled in the UK. I’m currently
surviving finically by working 40 hours in 3 days while attending university which is both physically
and mentally draining.
Name: Andrella
Age: 20
Country of Origin: Nigeria
Length of time in the UK: 8 years
It is very expensive for me to pay for fees and because I can't work I need my family to pay for me.
It's very difficult for them to do that on top of all the other things they have to pay for. Paying for the
fees as well as the NHS Surcharge and lawyer fees is too much and very overwhelming. For me I had
to pay £3,000 in total to my lawyer not including the £2,033 I will have pay for application if the NHS
doubles from £500 to £1,000. It's frustrating because if you can't pay the fees you are right back to
square one. If you can’t pay there is no way to rectify or regularise your status, so how do they
expect children and families to pay that amount of money per person. Even the comparison
between the price that EU nationals and Commonwealth citizens must pay is unbelievable. It's all
very annoying. I feel that it's just a way for England to damage their relationship with
Commonwealth countries. Because we didn't have enough money and it took a long time to save up
it delayed my application process. Coming to this country as a child I have somehow inherited some
sort of crime and now I am being forced to be a criminal by not being able to afford settled status.
I've lost lots of educational opportunities because I've had to pay for fees. It feels like the Home
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Office see me and people on my situation as cash cows and are charging people who are already
vulnerable and have little money an extortionate amount.
Name: Agnes
Age: 20
Country of Origin: The Gambia
Length of time in the UK: 16
I had to renew my Limited Leave to Remain in April and unfortunately for me, I had to take out loans
to pay for it. I am 20 years old and already in debt for something that shouldn’t have cost me a huge
sum of money. I recently found out that the processing cost for LLR is actually £142 but I’ve had to
pay almost £1,500, which includes the NHS fees. I’m grateful I was able to renew without the
doubling cost of NHS otherwise I would have paid £2,033. I’m not sure when I will finish paying off
my loans but I’m praying I can pay it off soon so that I can start to save for my next renewal. I know
that the government increase the fees each year, so who knows how much I’ll be paying in 2 years’
time. Trying to gather together money to pay the application fee caused anxiety and worry
especially because of the need to take out a loan. That worry and anxiety didn’t leave me after
completing my application unfortunately, as I now worry daily about paying off my debts.
I would also like to mention that my first application took four years to be dealt with. This caused my
family and I constant uncertainty. As I’ve just renewed my first application, I’m unsure of how long
Home Office will take to get back to me. I have friends whom I know waited ten months to 1 and a
half years for their renewal to come back to them. It is very frustrating and draining, especially
because I cannot plan for the future. Furthermore, the amount of money we are having to fork out
constantly should mean we are able to get a response from the Home Office a lot quicker!
Name: Andrew
Age: 23
Country of Origin: Guyana
Length of time in the UK: 12
The fee cost has made it almost impossible for me to make an application. My mother was forced to
save up for several years to actually be able to pay both the application fee and lawyer fee for my
brother and I. On two occasions we were scammed by bad lawyers who had no intention of
submitting a valid application. The application fees have burdened our family on numerous
occasions. We were forced to not pay rent which therefore caused us to be evicted from our home.
After saving money towards the fees my mother was never able to become financially stable again
which led to various other evictions later. The impact the current immigration fees have on me and
my family is something I wish on no one because it’s a devastating place to be.
Name: Muhammad
Age: 22
Country of Origin: Pakistan
Length of time in the UK: 12
13

The immigration application fees have affected my quality of life. For example, my parents worry
about saving money for our next renewal every day. They should be worrying about a proper future
for themselves and what they’re going to do when they retire or buying a home they can be proud
of. Instead, my father and I must work, only to save for our renewal and that limits what I can and
cannot do in this life. It is constantly in the back of my mind because if I do not renew on time, then I
am suddenly “illegal” and possibly starting the 10-year route again. Because fees are so high it also
meant that my family and others are having to prioritise which family member gets to apply for their
status first. I have seen this cause division, tension and rip apart families. The fees young people like
myself have to pay to remain in the UK cannot be compared to any fees other migrants are required
to pay such as EU migrants. This makes it difficult to integrate because we’re constantly made to feel
different and prove our existence. Although we feel we’re British in every matter, we’re reminded
that we are outsiders.
I remember that my mum once had to sell the jewellery she was given at her wedding as part of her
tradition. This is something that is meant to be kept throughout her life and is a representation of
her marriage. However, she was forced to sell it because they couldn't afford to pay for their
application.
Fees aren’t the only thing we worry about as young people in the UK. The delay in my application
process affected me when I was trying to go to university. It has felt like my life was forcibly slowed
down because I wasn’t progressing at the same speed as my peers and, as a result, couldn’t
contribute to society in the way I wanted to. I have another renewal coming up and I am extremely
worried because of how long it can take to get a decision back from the Home Office. I am worried
that it will affect my ability to get a job because I won't have the necessary documents to show to
employers.

APPENDIX II – Evidence from Coram Children’s Legal Centre’s frontline services
Coram Children’s Legal Centre (CCLC) provides immigration advice in drop-ins at Hackney Migrant
Centre and Haringey Migrant Support Centre. Destitution and high-levels of debt have prevalent in
the 314 cases we have seen since 1 June 2017. The cases we see tend to require additional financial
support either under section 17 of the Children Act from the local authority, or another form of
financial assistance including foodbank referrals and destitution fund payments. Last year we saw 15
families for whom the fee acted a barrier to accessing lawful leave in the UK. This does not include a
large number of visitors who were destitute or homeless and who would struggle to raise the fee but
who did not raise it as their primary concern during a face- to-face appointment. Of the 314 cases,
21% were identified as being absolutely unable to pay the fee to regularise their stay. This figure
represents families for whom there are no options to pay the fees, and discounts families who are
able to borrow money from friends, family or community services.
We have seen a number of cases where visitors have managed to obtain credit when they had leave
to remain, and where they are now faced with huge levels of debt because they have paid their fees
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using credit cards, or high-street loans. In some instances we have come across female visitors who
have resorted to selling sex to raise the money for the application fees.
Of the 68 families unable to pay the fees, 24 were parents of British citizen children. These children
have a right to remain in the UK under EU law, and section 117B Immigration and Asylum Act 2002
also confirms the UK position that it will generally be in their best interests to remain in the UK. Yet
their parents were unable to raise the funds to regularise. This therefore means they cannot work to
support their children, and are reliant on section 17 Children Act support from the local authority.
GA is a mother who was street homeless and her and her children were sleeping on buses when they
attended our drop in. The daughter was eligible to register as British, but GA could not afford this,
and so although we made a referral for her to receive pro bono citizenship assistance, she opted to
apply for leave to remain under the immigration rules, a much less stable form of status, because a
fee waiver was available.

AKO was supported by Hackney council and receiving a subsistence payment of £35 per week. Her
daughter was ten years old and had lived all of her life in the UK. She was therefore eligible to
register as British under the British Nationality Act but only if her mother could afford the fees as
there is no fee waiver for citizenship applications – this was impossible for her on the limited
amount of support she was receiving.

CE and her partner had three children. One was entitled to register as British, and whilst working
part-time, CE and her partner had managed to save £2,000 since their grant of leave 27 months
beforehand. However, the family needed to renew their leave to remain, which at the time would
have cost them £5,972 for the adults and the two children who not eligible to register as British, plus
the cost of the other child’s registration at £973. The parents had to make a decision about renewing
leave, and whether they could apply for a fee waiver to renew their own leave given that they would
be unable to afford the remaining £3,972.

CCLC’s pro bono project advised a 23 year old single mother who was born in the UK and has lived all
her life in the UK, she had spent a number of years in care and only discovered that she wasn’t
British when she was evicted from her accommodation by the local authority as an adult. Whilst
challenging the local authority decision to evict her she had to spend what money she had saved and
borrowed on living costs for herself and her daughter. After being rehoused she had to save and
borrow more money to be able to submit her application – the case was delayed by 12 months as a
result.

CCLC worked with a family who were undocumented were being supported by the local authority
under section 17 Children Act 1989 on the basis that their daughter is a child in need, and there is a
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barrier to removal.41 There were able to borrow the funds necessary to register their daughter as a
citizen but then faced eviction as the local authority believed the family were able to support
themselves. After facing eviction the family had to spend the money that they had raised for the fee
on accommodation costs whilst pursuing the local authority for unlawful withdrawal of support. The
local authority support has now been reinstated and the parents are once again trying to save and
borrow to gather the application fee. The parents have nearly raised the full fee.

Hannah was brought to the UK 15 years ago and forced to do unpaid domestic work for a family she
did not know. She ran away, but then entered into a relationship with a man who quickly became
abusive and controlling. He refused to assist Hannah to regularise her status, and would threaten her
with being reported to the Home Office if she did not obey him. Over the years they had three
children, but the domestic violence increased, including both serious physical and sexual violence
against Hannah, and significant control over her actions. She was not permitted to register with a GP
or access hospital services, and her youngest daughter was born at home without any support.
Hannah was actively discouraged from regularising her status, or from staying in touch with friends
or family. Finally, after 13 years, Hannah disclosed some of the abuse to her step-sister who called
the police. The police took statements and put them in touch with a domestic abuse support
organisation, but when they were made aware that Hannah did not have a visa they told her they
could not assist her any further.
With legal support, Hannah was eventually supported by the local authority and put in touch with
CCLC for assistance to make an application for leave on the basis that one of her children had lived in
the UK for over seven years, and the other two children were British by birth. Due to Hannah’s
destitution, a fee waiver application was also made. The application explained Hannah’s history in
detail, and included supporting evidence from the police, the local authority (detailing the financial
support provided) and the domestic violence support organisation, as well as a signed statement
from the step-sister explaining in detail why she was unable to support her sister any further. It was
also explained the Hannah did not have any bank accounts because he ex-partner did not permit her
to have one. The fee waiver application was rejected. The rejection letter stated that Hannah had
‘failed to provide evidence to demonstrate that [she was] destitute’ and did not provide ‘sufficient
information relating to your client’s monthly expenditure and current sources of income to enable a
full assessment of their finances’. The letter also included two generic ‘copy and pasted’ paragraphs
referring to bank statements that had been submitted, despite the fact that no bank statements
were submitted.
On Hannah’s behalf, we wrote a detailed letter to the Home Office asking them to reconsider their
decision. The response was a form IS.96, stating that Hannah was liable to be detained because “you
are a person without leave who has been served with a notice of liability to removal”. We then
issued the Home Office with a formal pre-action letter, repeating our previous representations. It
took three further letters to two different Home Office teams, countless hours of work by a solicitor
working pro bono, and four months to secure the fee waiver necessary for Hannah to make her
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Support is provided to families without access to public funds following Birmingham City Council v Clue [2010] EWCA Civ
460
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application. If successful, she is still only likely to be granted leave for a temporary period, and be on
a ten year route to settlement, meaning she will have to go through all of this again.
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